
MOST ORDERS SHIP IN 7 BUSINESS DAYS OR LESS

PPE  PRODUCTS
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DESK SHIELDS
Premium Acrylic Desk Shields
These shields feature 1/8” thick clear acrylic.  They ship and store flat, are light, portable, and clean easily with rubbing 

alcohol.  These are great for student desks, meetings and sales calls.

Pricing includes blank shield, 2 hinges, and 10 rubber tabs to help 

hold shield in place on desk.

Laser Etching or Ultra Vivid Imprint is available for an additional

$18.75 (U) each, plus $60 (R) set up on the first production run.

See page 6 for example of decorated shields.

Custom sizes and other solutions are available.  

Contact us for more information

Shield-D1 Shield-D2

50 69.71 134.32 

100 63.95 123.23 

250 61.49 118.49 

500 59.13 113.93 

(U)

Shield-D1: 15.7” tall, center panel is 22” wide, sides are 11” wide

Shield-D1

Shield-D2: 23” tall, center panel is 22” wide, sides are 11” wide

Shield-D1

Folded

Shield-D2
Shield-D2
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DESK SHIELDS
Economy Corrugated Desk Shields
These shields feature 3/16” thick white corrugated plastic.  They ship and store flat, are light, portable, and clean easily 

with rubbing alcohol.  These are great for student desks, meetings and sales calls.

Shield-D3 Shield-D4

Shield-D5 Shield-D6

Pricing includes blank shield and 2 adhesive

channels to hold in place on surface.

Full color acrylic decoration is available for an 

additional $4 (P) each, plus $60 (R) set up on 

the first production run.  See Shield-D3 for 

example of decoration.

Custom sizes and other solutions are available.  

Contact us for more information

Shield-D3 Shield-D4 Shield-D5 Shield-D6

25 29.50 28.11 24.22 36.39 

50 27.07 25.79 22.22 33.39 

100 26.03 24.80 21.36 32.10

250 25.03 23.85 20.54 30.87 

(U)

Shield-D3: 24” tall, center panel is 23” wide,

sides are 16” wide, window is 16”x20”

Shown with optional acrylic decoration.

Shield-D4: 20” tall, center panel is 20” wide,

sides are 16” wide, window is 16”x16”

Shield-D5: 22” tall, center panel is 20” wide,

sides are 13” wide, window is 16”x17.6”

Shield-D6: measures same as Shield-D5 with

side windows measureing 9”x17.6”
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DESK SHIELDS
Economy Corrugated Desk Shields
These shields feature 3/16” thick white corrugated plastic.  They ship and store flat, are light, portable, and clean easily 

with rubbing alcohol.  These are great for student desks, meetings and sales calls.

Shield-D7 Shield-D8

Shield-D9 Shield-D10

Pricing includes blank shield and 2 adhesive

channels to hold in place on surface.

Full color acrylic decoration is available for an 

additional $4 (P) each, plus $60 (R) set up on 

the first production run.  See Shield-D3 on 

page 3 for example of decoration.

Custom sizes and other solutions are available.  

Contact us for more information

Shield-D7 Shield-D8/8P Shield-D9 Shield-D10

25 30.78 24.05 31.69 23.95

50 23.23 22.06 29.08 21.97

100 27.15 21.21 27.96 21.13

250 26.10 20.40 26.88 20.31 

(U)

Shield-D7: 30” tall, 29” wide

Window is 21.5”x22.5”

Base pieces are 10”x11” each

Shield-D8 and Shield-D8P: 30” tall, 29” wide

Window is 22.5”x15.75”

Base pieces are 10”x11” each

Shield-D9: 22” tall, front panel is 18” wide,

side panel is 18” wide, windows are 14”x18”

Shield-D10: 22” tall, front panel is 18” wide,

side panel is 18” wide, window is 14”x18”

Shield-D8P
12”x5” Pass

! rough Window
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OFFICE SHIELDS
Acrylic Hinged Desk Shields & Cube / Wall Extension Guards
These shields feature 1/4” thick clear acrylic.  They ship and store flat, and clean easily with rubbing alcohol.  These are 

great for offices and meeting rooms.

Shield-TT5 Shield-TT6

Pricing for hinged shields includes 2 8” hinges 

per shield.  Shiled-TT5 pricing includes 4 base 

pieces.

Laser Etching or Ultra Vivid Imprint is available 

for an additional $18.75 (U) each, plus $60 (R) 

set up on the first production run.

Custom sizes and other solutions are available.  

Contact us for more information

Shield-TT5 Shield-TT6 TTSC50x24 TTSC25x24

1 341.33 365.33 282.67 145.33 

10 296.00 314.67 242.67 124.00 

25 280.00 296.00 229.33 116.00

50 262.67 280.00 216.00 108.00 

(U)

Shield-TT5: 30” tall, front panel is 47” wide, 

side is 23.5” wide, hinge can be assembled 

on left or right side of main shield.  Available 

with flush mount or raised feet, also available 

with pass through window.

Shield-TT6: 30” tall, side panels are 17” wide,

Available with pass through window.

Shown with Ultra Vivid Imprint.

TTSC50x24

24” tall, 50” wide

TTSC25x24

24” tall, 25” wide

Custom sizes and other 

solutions are available.  

Contact us for more

information
Cube top bases are 

custom sized to fit 

your wall.

Shown with Ultra Vivid Imprint.
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TABLE TOP SHIELDS
Acrylic Table Top Shields
These shields feature 1/4” thick clear acrylic.  They ship and store flat, and clean easily with rubbing alcohol.  These are 

great for retail counters, offices and meeting rooms.

Shield-TT1 pictured with pass through window, 

fl ush mount base pieces and  Ultra Vivid Impirnt

(U)

Shield-
TT1

Shield-
TT2

Shield-
TT7

Shield-
TT8

Shield-
TT9

Shield-
TT10

Shield-
TT11

Shield-
TT12

Shield-
TT13

Shield-
TT14

1 194.67 237.33 102.67 120.00 136.00 120.00 136.00 178.67 149.33 77.33 

10 168.00 205.33 88.00 101.33 117.33 101.33 117.33 154.67 128.00 64.00 

25 157.33 192.00 80.00 93.33 109.33 93.33 109.33 146.67 120.00 58.67 

50 146.67 180.00 73.33 86.67 100.00 86.67 100.00 134.67 110.67 53.33 

Pricing for table top shields includes 2 flush mount 

base pieces.  Raised mount base pieces are available 

for $26.66 (U) per shield.

Pass through window is available for no additional 

cost on sizes listed below.

Laser Etching or Ultra Vivid Imprint is available for 

an additional $18.75 (U) each, plus $60 (R) set up on 

the first production run.

Custom sizes and other solutions are available.  

Contact us for more information

Shield-TT2 pictured with

raised mount base pieces

Shield-TT1: 24” tall, 47” wide

           optional pass through 13”wide x 7” tall

Shield-TT2: 32” tall, 47” wide

           optional pass through 13” wide x 7” tall

Shield - TT7: 23” tall, 23” wide

           optional pass through 19” wide x 8” tall

Shield - TT8: 23” tall, 26” wide

           optional pass through 19” wide x 8” tall

Shield - TT9: 23” tall, 30” wide

           optional pass through 19” wide x 8” tall

Shield - TT10: 26” tall, 23” wide

           optional pass through 19” wide x 8” tall

Shield - TT11: 30” tall, 23” wide

           optional pass through 19” wide x 8” tall

Shield - TT12: 30” tall, 30” wide

           optional pass through 19” wide x 8” tall

Shield - TT13: 30” tall, 23” wide

           optional pass through 13” wide x 7” tall

Shield - TT14: 23” tall, 18” wide

           optional pass through 11.5” wide x 6” tall

Flush mount bases measure

10” tall by 7” deep 

Raised mount bases measure

10” tall by 11” deep 

Raises the shield 4” from surface

Custom sizes and other solutions are 

available.  

Contact us for more information
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TABLE TOP SHIELDS

Shield-TT4 shown from above

Round Table Top Dividers
These shields feature 1/4” thick clear acrylic.  They ship and store flat, and clean easily with rubbing alcohol.  These are 

great for meeting and break rooms. Table Top Dividers are 24” tall

Shield-TT3 measures 40” across

Shield-TT4 measures 47” across 

Shield-TT3 &
Shield-TT4

1 309.33

10 266.67 

25 253.33

50 237.33

(U)

Custom shield mock up with

Ultra Vivid Imprint

Shield-TT2 pictured

with raised base pieces at work station  

Shield-TT12 pictured with pass through 

window and fl ush mount base pieces

Shield-TT9 pictured with pass through 

window and fl ush mount base pieces

Shield-TT3 shown with 

laser etched graphic

Laser Etching or Ultra Vivid Imprint 

is available for an additional $18.75 

(U) each, plus $60 (R) set up on the 

first production run.

Custom sizes and other solutions are 

available.  Contact us

for more information
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FACE SHIELDS
Face Shields
These shields feature 0.01” thick PETG with a foam forehead pad and an elastic headband.  These can be sanatized and 

reused in non-medical settings.

Shield-F1 Shield-F2

Shield-F3
Shield-F4

Pricing includes noted sizes and imprints.

Set up fee for Shield F2, F4

$60 (R) on the first production run

Custom sizes of shield and other

imprint sizes are available.  

Contact us for more information

Shield-F1 Shield-F2 Shield-F3 Shield-F4

100 8.30 9.68 5.60 6.95

500 7.73 8.98 5.20 6.45

1,000 7.48 8.68 5.02 6.22

2,500 7.23 8.40 4.85 6.02 

Shield-F1: 12” wide by 10” long

Ships assembled and flat, individually bagged.

Shield-F2: 12” wide by 10” long

Ultra Vivid Impirnt over foam section

Ships assembled and flat, individually bagged.

Shield-F3: 10” wide by 8” long

Ships assembled and flat, individually bagged.

Shield-F4: 10” wide by 8” long

Ultra Vivid Impirnt over foam section

Ships assembled and flat, individually bagged.

Not recommended for use in the presence of high intensity 

heat source or flammable gas.  Shields are not impact resistant.

(R)
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TOUCHLESS TOOLS
Touchless Multi-tools
These tools are 1/4” thick acrylic material and are available in full color diginal imprint, laser etched or Ultra Vivid 

printing.  They come assembled with a 1” split ring; other hardware is available for an additional cost.  These tools work 

on most touchscreens including some with resistive touch technology.

Tool-1muvkt Tool-2mekt

Tool-4makt

Tool 1 & 4
Full Color

Tool 1 & 4
Etched or UV

Tool 2
Full Color

Tool 2
Etched or UV

50 5.64 5.22 7.66 7.34

100 4.40 4.08 5.98 5.74

250 4.04 3.74 5.48 5.26

500 3.88 3.60 5.23 5.06

1,000 3.74 3.46 5.06 4.86

Tool 1: 3.25” long by 1.54”

Shown with UV imprint

Tool 2: 3.5” long by 2”

Shown with laser etched imprint

Tool 4: 3.68” long by 1.41”

Shown with full color imprint

Full color option is printed on both sides

Set up fee is $60 (R) on the first production run. (P)

Tool-1 Tool-4
Hardware Options
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Why Show Laser Cuts to Your Customers?
For years we have been providing FREE spec samples & virtual proofs to eliminate your fi nancial risk 
when presenting our products.  WHY?  Because it works!  When you show Laser Cuts, everyone wins!  
With low minimums, quick delivery and no surprises, WHY NOT show Laser Cuts to all your clients?

MADE IN THE USA
OF GLOBAL MATERIALS

Promotions Proven to Last!
Our unique and quality products can keep your message in view for many years.  It’s no surprise our 

acrylic magnets have been sought a" er for more than 30 years.  Don’t settle for a cheap imitation.
We are committed to the same “5 STAR” quality and service you have been accustomed to.

We proudly manufacture or print all of our products at 
our Monroe, WA production facility. We also off er
“Made in the USA” products that meet the rigorous

“all or virtually all” standard enacted by the Federal 
Trade Commission ($ e FTC requires that the

materials in a product be all or virtually all of USA
origin in order to make Made in USA claims.)

Personal Protection Equipment
No claims are being made that these products will prevent disease, infection, or viruses.

$ ese products are designed to reduce the spread of germs.
All items can be sanatized with rubbing alcohol and are reuseable in non-medical environments.

Get your message out there with our other items!
Magnets, Coasters, Plaques, Signs

Customize with your logo and message for your employees and customers.


